News for 02/28/06
Hi,

We are updating our brochures with popularly requested information, and imminently, new
wet flow images. Here is a sampling.

John

dAM Small Billet Carb
"The switch is on..."

If your engine makes under
650 HP, this is the carb for
you. This carb is positively
mean. It will give your engine
a new sound - like that of a
bigger engine. And hang on
when you hit the throttle: it'll
feel like it too!
The lightweight billet body,
with patent pending design
allows the air to cradle the fuel
droplet in a totally new way
reducing wall wetting - a major
problem in previous carburetor
designs.
Simple, elegant lines aid in air
movement. It flows 528 CFM at
10" of water and 761 at 20".
Venturi diameter is 1.250".
Standard hardware allows for
easy and inexpensive tuning.

With a 50% increase in booster
signal and dAM's patented
Emulsification System, there is
about 50 times the emulsion in
previously modified carbs: the
droplets are 50 times smaller
and there are 50 times more of
them.

Every dAM carb is serial numbered with it_s own build sheet, and wet flow sheet.
dAM Machine Shop, Inc.
(845) 473-1136
http://www.dambest.com

dAM Mid-size Billet Carb
"The switch is on..."
The most powerful carb of its
size - its light weight, patent
pending billet housing and
dAM's patented emulsion
system provide 50% more
booster and about 50 times the
emulsification of modified
other brands.
Simple and elegant. Use of
Standard hardware in its

circuits means simple and
inexpensive adjustment. At
10" of water it flows 650 CFM;
at 20", 933 CFM. Venturi
diameter is 1.395". It's
recommended for engines of
500 to 750 HP.
The patent pending design
was created to take into
account air cleaners and air
pans to aid in air distribution
around the booster and
through the manifold.
Each carb has its own build
sheet and serial number. Fuel
distribution is the name of the
game. How well does your
carb work.

Every dAM carb is serial numbered with it_s own build sheet, and wet flow sheet.
dAM Machine Shop, Inc.
(845) 473-1136
http://www.dambest.com

dAM Large Billet Carb
"The switch is on..."
The dAMBEST billet carb is the
most powerful and responsive
carb of its size. Every angle of

throttle position is adjustable.
And adjustable linkage allows
control of the rate at which the
secondary is applied.
Every effort to improve
performance and simplify carb
design was made. The carb's
billet design allows for custom
sizes and lighter weight. This
carb flows 1100 CFM at 20" of
water. Venturi diameter is
1.585". It's recommended for
engines of 700 to 850 HP.
The patent pending design has
improved booster signal by
50%, reducing manifold
wetting by surrounding the
fuel being distributed by the
booster with a layer of air to
keep fuel off of the walls.
dAM has five US patents in
fuel emulsion technology
incorporated into the metering
blocks to reduce droplets to
previously unattainable size.
Common hardware makes
tuning easy and affordable.

Every dAM carb is serial numbered with it_s own build sheet, and wet flow sheet.
dAM Machine Shop, Inc.
(845) 473-1136
http://www.dambest.com
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